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Objective
CybEye Games
A live gaming platform powered
by CybEye's patented technology
with core features of livestreaming broadcast, instant
messaging, real-time location
and content monetization.

Why Live Gaming Platform?
This Is A Mobile Era
3 Billion Mobile Devices Are Currently in
Use Worldwide
There Are 2.3 Billion Active Smartphone
Users Globally

The Number of Mobile Devices Will Reach
11.6 Billion by 2020

Mobile Game Is Becoming the Largest
Segment of the Game Industry
Worldwide Mobile Game Industry Hits $41
Billion in Revenues in 2016
The Figure Will Reach $75 Billion in 2020

Win Over the Young Generation
The majority of mobile game players age 21-35

Win Over the Young Generation
Win the Future

Remember the Pokemon GO Craze？
Pokémon Go is a mobile game developed by
Niantic. Players use a mobile device's GPS
capability to locate, capture, battle, and train
virtual creatures, called Pokémon, who appear
on the screen as if they were in the same realworld location as the player.

Core Features of Pokemon GO
Location-based
Augmented Reality

You Should Have Heard About
the Popularity of Twitch

Twitch is a live streaming video
platform that primarily focuses on video
gaming, including playthroughs of
video games, broadcasts of eSports
competitions.

Core Features of Twitch
Live Broadcast of Game Playing
Real-time Text Communication

Mobile Live-streaming Is Where the Action Is at

CybEye Games
Makes Headway in Building
the Next Generation of

Live Gaming Platform

Core Features of CybEye Live Gaming Platform
Trend in Mobile Gaming Technology
Live Broadcast、Interactive Communication、Real-time Location、Content Monetization

Live Broadcast ： Cloud-based Storage for
video/audio streaming media with no limit on
streaming duration, no local device storage
required
Instant Messaging：Interactive commenting by
text/audio/video streaming while viewing live
broadcast
Real-time Location ： Viewers can pinpoint
where nearby users and broadcasters are
located
Content Monetization ：Content Monetization
methods include SendGift, Drop/CatchGift,
ShopNow, Pay-Per-View, CybEye Pay (FlexPay,
Fixpay, AMAPay and GroupPay)
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CybEye Live Gaming Platform Products

Bing-Go

Live777

Pear’Em

CybEye Live Gaming Platform Products

Bing-Go
Bing-Go is a location-based, gamestyled live streaming app that allows
users to find prizes at nearby business
establishments.
It allows users to aim and catch gifts at
designated business establishments. It
allows users to use points and
diamonds earned to pay for Pay-PerViews or send Gifts to others.

Unique Features of Bing-Go

VR Factor

Cash-valued Gifts

The unique feature of“DropMe-There”allows players to
claim the gifts they catch
without going to the business
establishments in person by
paying a fixed fee.

Bing-Go allows players to
find and catch cash-valued
gifts including coupons and
vouchers at nearby business
establishments.

Location-based
Live Broadcast
This unique feature allows
business users to “Drop Gift" at
specific locations. Viewers will
have chance of receiving gifts
only when they watch live
broadcasts generated at those
specific locations.
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Live777
Live777 is a mobile live-streaming app that
lets users instantly watch broadcasting of
their favorite games and chat with the
players they follow. It is location-based
and users can watch both live and recorded
videos of top games, communicate with
players and follow related events.
By watching others playing games and
rewarding players they like, users can have
as much fun as the players themselves!

Unique Features of Live777

Video/Audio/Text
Communication

Mobile Live
Broadcast
Different from Twitch
which only supports live
broadcasts on desktop,
Live777 allows players to
make live broadcasts on
mobile devices.

Live777 allows players to
communicate with viewers
by video/audio/text instant
messaging while making
live broadcasts of game
playthroughs.

Direct Pay
Live777 has direct payment
system which supports PayPal
and WeChat Pay, allowing
viewers to send gifts and cash to
players.
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Pear’Em
Pear’Em is a mobile live-streaming app
for family-based game players.
Users can play games such as Poker
and Chess, and at the same time chat,
invite friends as well as auto-match with
random players.

CybEye Pay on CybEye Live Gaming Platform
CybEye Pay is a virtual payment gateway to support PayPal and WeChat Pay

FlexPay：allows user to
choose to pay any
amount while watching
a broadcast.

FixPay ： allows user
to choose to pay a
fixed amount set by
the broadcast host.

AMAPay ： allows user to
prepay the price set by
whom answering a specific
question. Payment will be
refunded if the question is
not answered.

GroupPay: allows individual
user to prepay the price set by
a broadcast
host until
minimum
number
of
prepaying users (also set by
the host) is reached. Payment
will be refunded if the
15
minimum is not met.

Unique Features of CybEye Pay on
CybEye Gaming Platform
1. FlexPay

FlexPay allows viewers to
choose to pay any amount
to players while watching
broadcasts of the players.

Unique Features of CybEye Pay on
CybEye Gaming Platform
2. FixPay

FixPay allows players to
choose to pay a fixed amount
for virtual equipment, and
allows viewers to choose to
pay a fixed amount set by the
broadcast host.

Unique Features of CybEye Pay on
CybEye Gaming Platform
3. AMAPay
AMAPay allows viewers to
prepay the price set by the
player answering a specific
question. Payment will be
refunded if the question is
not answered.

Unique Features of CybEye Pay on
CybEye Gaming Platform
4. GroupPay
GroupPay allows individual
user to prepay the price set
by a player until minimum
number of prepaying users
(also set by the player) is
reached. Payment will be
refunded if the minimum is
not met.

Source of Revenue on
CybEye Gaming Platform
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Content
Including SendGift, PayPer-View, ShopNow,
FlexPay, FixPay, AMAPay,
GroupPay.

Ads
Including the fixed
fee that players pay
for “Drop-Me-There”
feature and the fee
that business owners
pay for dropping gifts.
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Gift

Including auto ads
placement by the
platform and specific
ads placement by
business
owners.

Strategic Outlook

1st Step
Develop a live-streaming gaming platform
for American youth.

2nd Step
Expand to build regional live gaming
platforms for Chinese, Indian, Middle
East and European users.

About CybEye, Inc.

CybEye Games is a subsidiary company of CybEye, Inc.
CybEye Live Gaming Platform is operated by CybEye Games

Company Overview
● CybEye, Inc. is an innovative mobile video-messaging
APP platform company.
● CybEye，Inc. was incorporated in October 2011 with its

headquarters located in Los Angeles, USA.
● 2 granted patents with 16 additional pending approval.
●

CybEye builds its own APPs and implements a
standardized / automated process for building customized
apps on independently deployed platforms across various
industry verticals including sports, entertainment, tourism,
wedding, health, safety, education, business, etc.
● In the new era of App Economy 2.0 where Apps are

replacing websites as the face of businesses, CybEye acts
as the platform provider for this new App Economy.

Founder & CEO

Bing Liu
Bing Liu is a leader in emerging technology development
and his areas of expertise include social networking
platform, internet security, cloud computing and multilingual processing. Bing Liu holds a master and a bachelor
degree in
computer science from Tsinghua University,
China and is an owner of 18 U.S patents.
During early 1990s Bing created Unionway Asiansuite, a
CJK Windows software, which was widely used in the
world's top 500 enterprises. At CyberMedia, Bing
developed FirstAid (self-diagnostic repair software),
and helped taking the company to its IPO in 1996. At
CyberDefender,
Bing
developed
anti-virus/antispyware software and once again contributed to the
successful IPO of the company on NASDAQ in 2006.

CybEye Games
Live Gaming Platform

Mobile is not just simply another delivery channel for gaming.
Today more and more users consume gaming exclusively on
mobile devices, and CybEye Live Gaming Platform is optimized for
iOS and Android environments.

